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10 Steps to 
Buying a Home 

Pre Qualifying will enable you to determine exactly how much 
you can afford. If you don’t have a lender that you want to work 
with, let me know and I can provide you contact info for a very 
reliable broker. You will usually be offered a set interest rate for 
a fixed period of time. This can save you thousands if interest 
rates rise while you're looking for your home. It is important to 
be pre qualified when you are house hunting. If you find the 
home of your dreams and there is someone else who also wants 
to buy it, you want to be in a position to act with confidence 
knowing you can finance your purchase. The seller’s agent will 
often ask to confirm that you, as a buyer, are pre qualified to 
make the purchase. 

The Price range you search in will 
depend on your financing, but often 
buyers prefer not to buy at their 
maximum allowable mortgage 
amount. Buy at a price where you 
can comfortably afford to make pay-
ments. 

To narrow down your search and avoid looking at properties with locations you are not interested in, deciding on the 
community or communities you want to search in will save time in finding the property that best suits your needs. A 
great way to help decide on community is to eliminate the ones you are not interested in and narrow it down to the 
ones you prefer. Go for a drive through prospective communities and walk the streets. 

There are many house styles to choose from. The most 
common are: Bungalow, BiLevel,2 Story, 3,4 and 5 lev-
el split.  You can go to this link to learn more about the 
different styles. 

Http://www.calgaryrealestateagent.ca/housestyles.html  

I can do an initial search for properties in the MLS 
and give you a list of properties to look through. At 
the same time, I will set up a Search Portal. Whenev-
er a new property is listed on the MLS you will get 
an email with a link to your portal where all of the 
new listing information will be displayed. In addi-
tion, you should start searching for yourself. There 
may be properties outside of your search criteria 
that appeal to you. Search on 
www.homesearchyyc.ca . I control this site, so you 
can be secure in giving out your email without being 
bothered by other agents. You can set up your own 
searches on this site and within the Search Portal I 
set up for you as well. 

As we get further into the process and 
we are more comfortable with each 
other, we will put together a buyer’s 
brokerage agreement. This is a docu-
ment that outlines my responsibilities 
to you as your agent and yours to me as 
my client. It also outlines the types of 
properties we will search for and if you 
want to restrict the search to only cer-
tain types of listing. 

Http://www.calgaryrealestateagent.ca/housestyles.html
http://www.homesearchyyc.ca


10 Steps to 
Buying a Home 

The best way to make a decision on what you 
like is to actually go and tour the properties. We 
can set up property tours at times that are con-
venient for you. It is best to select your top 
choices and tour those to see if there is some-
thing that appeals to you. Once you find a home 
that you like it is time to make an offer.  

I will do preliminary research on any property you would like to make an offer 
on and give you as much information as possible about market value, condition 
and title of that property. Then we will put an offer together to present to the 
seller of the home. This offer will, most likely, be “conditional to” you being 
satisfied with an inspection by a registered property inspector and “conditional 
to” your financial institution’s approval of the purchase. There may be other 
conditions as well and we will discuss those based on the home you are making 
an offer on. 

The conditions have a timeline, usually about 10 business days to be removed. The date con-
ditions must be removed by is call the “Condition Date”. The main concerns in negotiating 
most offers are the price, the possession date, the conditions and any terms. 

Within the offer we may want to include certain “terms”. For example, we can 
request that the seller have the home professionally cleaned, the carpets pro-
fessionally cleaned, repairs made and any other items we are concerned 
about. 

You will also be required to provide an initial deposit. Most sellers expect you 
to have $10,000 as earnest money. If, for some legitimate reason, you choose 
not to waive the conditions, this money is returned to you. 

You will make an initial offer to 
the seller and I will take the offer 
and present it for consideration. 
The seller then has the option to 
accept the offer, reject the offer 
or counter with their own offer. If 
the seller counter offers, I will 
come back to you with that coun-
ter offer and we will decide how 
you want to proceed. You then 
have the option to accept, reject 
or counter offer back to the seller. 
This process continues until the 
offer is accepted by both parties 
or one party decides they no long-
er want to negotiate. 

Once an offer is accepted, your focus be-
comes condition removal. In order to re-
move the Financing condition you will give 
all of the purchase information to your 
mortgage lender. They will do their research 
and report back to you about their ability to 
provide financing. Once they have approved 
financing, you can waive the financing con-
dition. At the same time, you will be arrang-
ing to have a licensed property inspector 
visit the property and do an inspection. If 
you are satisfied with his/her report, you 
will waive the inspection condition. When all 
of the conditions are waived, we will have a 
“Firm Sale” 



After the 
Purchase 

Selecting a Lawyer 
Now that you have a firm offer to purchase a home, you will seek out the services of a lawyer who will 
take care of getting the paperwork complete for the mortgage and the purchase. Call the lawyer and 
introduce yourself and let them know of the purchase. They may request copies of the agreement, but 
copies will also be sent to them by my office staff at RE/MAX Mountain View. The lawyer will also re-
view the title to the property and the Real Property Report ( a survey of the land) to make sure every-
thing complies. The lawyer also prepares all of the mortgage documents and the title transfer. 

Meet With the Lawyer 
A few weeks before you take possession of the home you will be called by the lawyer’s office to arrange 
a time to visit and get all of the documents signed. Once that is complete it is just a matter of waiting for 
the possession date. 

Take Possession 
If requested in the terms of the contract, we can do a walkthrough 24 hours prior to taking possession 
to ensure the seller has done a good job in preparing the home for your possession and has complied 
with the terms of the contract. On the possession day, the keys are normally released to you by noon, 
but it is not unusual for there to be a delay of a few hours, so you should be prepared for that. I will 
meet you at the property with the keys and turn them over to you once I have permission to release 
them.  

Move In 
Once the keys are turned over, the property is officially yours. You can move in. 

Congratulations 

 You Bought a Home! 



Don’t Forget 
To... 

If you are using professional movers, book early. Possession dates commonly fall on the 1st, 30th, or 15th of 

the month. Movers fill up their schedule very fast, so call ahead and make the arrangements early. 

Hire the Movers 

When you actually meet with the lawyer they will ask to see a copy of your insurance, as it is a requirement of 

the mortgage. No insurance, no money. This step usually involves a simple phone call and/ or a lengthy survey. 

Have a copy of the listing available with all of the specifications of the home on it. Be prepared to answer ques-

tions regarding the age of the house, furnace, electrical system and roof, as well as general questions regarding 

square footage and the features. 

Get the Insurance 

When you take possession of your new home it is very important to change your utilities over to your address in 

advance. This includes your phone, cable, internet, power, water, and gas services. Also, don't forget to cancel 

the utilities at your previous residence. 

Set Up Utilities 

This is the least favorite of all the steps, but it is a necessary evil. Gather all of your bills, statements, tax infor-

mation, healthcare information, anything you make automatic payments on, any subscriptions, any clubs or 

organizations in which you belong, etc. Sit down early and make a big list of these things, because you will for-

get a few. You can build the list over time as you remember. Then pick up the phone and begin giving out your 

new mailing address and the date you will be taking possession or moving in. You might also want to have your 

mail temporarily forwarded, through the post office, for anything you may have missed. 

Change You Address 

Contact Jim at: 

Cell: 403-660-6239 

Email: jim@jimperks.ca 


